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Abstract. In vivo imaging of microcirculation can improve our fundamental understanding of cerebral microhemodynamics under various physiological challenges, such as hypoxia and hyperoxia. However, existing techniques often involve the use of invasive procedures or exogenous contrast agents, which would inevitably perturb the intrinsic physiologic responses of microcirculation being investigated. We report ultrahigh sensitive optical microangiography (OMAG) for label-free monitoring of microcirculation responses challenged by oxygen inhalation. For the first time, we demonstrate that OMAG is capable of showing the impact of acute hypoxia and hyperoxia on microhemodynamic activities, including the passive and active modulation of microvascular density and flux regulation, within capillary and noncapillary vessels in rodents in vivo. The ability of OMAG to functionally image the intact microcirculation promises future applications for studying cerebral diseases. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3625238]
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Disturbances of respiratory gas exchange are common in clinic. The most serious consequence is an inadequate supply of oxygen to the brain, leading to severe brain dysfunction. Hyperoxic ventilation has been proposed as a means to augment tissue oxygenation. During these pathological and/or preventative processes, the cerebral blood flow (CBF), being the oxygen carrier, is regulated and may modulate in response to changes in neuronal activity. Blood-flow response to oxygen perturbation in brain tissue, in general, has been studied by such techniques as hydrogen clearance technique, Doppler ultrasound, and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although limited in their spatial resolution, these previous studies have improved our understanding of the hyperemic responses of CBF to hypoxia and anemic responses of CBF to hyperoxia; however, the associated changes in microvascular CBF (mCBF) are less understood. In particular, it is not clear to what extent the changes in microvascular density or microvascular flow rate can compensate for the physiological disturbance (hypoxia or hyperoxia) in brain tissue. Attempts have been made by intravital microscopy and microfilming studies through preparation of a closed cranial window and the use of fluorescently labeled red blood cells (RBCs) as flow markers; yet, it is difficult to elucidate, systematically, the effects of hypoxia and hyperoxia on the regulation of cerebral microcirculation. Thus, there is a clear need for a technique that can noninvasively monitor and directly measure the changes of microcirculation within cerebral microvascular beds so that the understanding of the microvascular mechanism of mCBF can be improved. The objective of this study is to demonstrate how the mCBF under acute systemic hypoxia and hyperoxia can be analyzed by use of a newly developed optical angiographic approach that enables in vivo imaging of cortical microvasculatures.

As a novel extension of optical coherence tomography (OCT) technology, optical microangiography (OMAG) is a new imaging modality capable of generating 3-D images of cortical cerebral blood perfusion distribution, and this is achieved with the cranium left intact. OMAG produces imaging contrasts via endogenous light scattering from flowing RBCs within open vessels; thus, it is a label-free imaging technology. Recent OMAG development has improved the system sensitivity to blood flow as low as ∼4 μm/s, which is sufficient to measure the capillary flows within tissue beds. In order to evaluate flow velocity, however, it is required to apply the phase-resolved Doppler technique to the OMAG flow signals so that the differential phase values (thus, the axial velocity) are extracted. However, the axial velocity information based on mean frequency shift has significant limitations. These limitations include Doppler angle dependence, aliasing, and difficulty in separating the true flow signal in slow-flow state (e.g., capillaries) from the noise background. In addition, the Doppler frequency shifts caused by noncapillary (>20 μm diam) flow in fast-flow state are unavoidably phase wrapped, which makes it difficult to obtain the true velocity values. In an attempt to overcome these limitations, in this study, we propose to use the “power Doppler” concept, a widely used approach in color Doppler ultrasound modality, to analyze the OMAG flow signals. Analogous to power Doppler ultrasound, the flow signals (i.e., optical reflectance) generated by OMAG indeed demonstrate the integrated power of the Doppler signal. This power is related to the number of RBCs flowing across light beam within a unit time, which can be referred to as flux (sometimes also termed as blood flow, flow rate, or perfusion rate in literature). As an alternative means...
of demonstrating cerebral hemodynamics, we use OMAG flow signals (i.e., power signals) to track the changes of detailed microvascular flow and analyze the relationship between mCBF responses in mice subject to the physiological challenge of O₂ inhalation. Because OMAG is very sensitive to the slow blood flow, we will show that how convenient and valuable it is to monitor microhemodynamic activities of mCBF in both slow-and fast-flow states when the estimation of absolute velocity value is not necessary.

The system used to monitor cerebral microhemodynamics is similar to that used in our previous work. Briefly, a superluminescent diode with a central wavelength of 1310 nm and a bandwidth of 65 nm was used as the light source, providing a ∼8.9-μm axial resolution in the tissue. In the sample arm, a 30-mm focal length objective lens was used to achieve ∼9 μm lateral resolution. The output light from the interferometer was sent to a spectrometer with a spectral resolution of ∼0.141 nm, producing a total depth range of ∼2.2 mm in the tissue. To achieve ultrahigh sensitive imaging of the flow, the spectrometer employed a high-speed InGaAs camera (SU1024LDH2, Goodrich Ltd., USA) capable of 92 × 128 lines per second. We adopted the scanning protocol described in previous work, which enabled an imaging rate of 280 fps. With this setup, it took ∼3 s for the system to acquire a whole 3-D volume data set, covering an area of ∼2.0 mm in the X direction and ∼2.5 mm in the Y direction of the sample. With a 280-fps imaging rate afforded by the fast camera, the temporal resolution (in terms of cross-sectional scan) is sufficient to monitor the time-dependent changes of blood flow in this study.

The experiments were performed on C57 BL/6 adult mice of 20–30 g weight. All experimental animal procedures were in compliance with the Federal guidelines for care and handling of small rodents. The laboratory animal protocol for this work was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Washington. For experiments, the animal was anesthetized with isoflurane and secured in a stereotaxic apparatus to minimize possible motion artifacts. A skin incision was made on the frontal suture, and then the scalp was pulled away to create an easy-access window at the parietal region for the system to image the brain with the skull left intact. During imaging, the mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) and the body temperature were monitored. The animal was ventilated with gas using a breathing mask at a gas flow rate of 1 L/min. To challenge the animal, we adjusted the O₂ concentration by balancing N₂ in the inhaled gas through a gas-proportioning meter (GMR2, Aalborg). A 20% O₂ gas was initially given to the animal (i.e., normoxia state) and then switched to 10% O₂ for a period of 5 min so that the animal was experiencing acute hypoxia. This was followed by supplying of 20% O₂ gas for 3 min for the animal to recover (back to the normoxia state). And then the gas supply was switched to 100% O₂ for 5 min (i.e., hyperoxia) and finally switched back to 20% O₂ gas. During these challenging periods, OMAG was set continuously acquiring the B-scan images (M-B-scan mode).

At the initial stage of normoxia, we used OMAG to capture a 3-D data set covering an area of 2 × 2.5 mm over the parietal skull, resulting in an OMAG projection view of brain vasculature [Fig. 1(a)]. According to the morphological features of the vasculature, we selected a representative B-scan position [marked by the dashed line in Fig. 1(a)] for M-B-scan in order to investigate how the mCBF responds to the acute O₂ challenges. Figure 1(b) shows this B-scan OMAG flow image where cortical capillary flow signals (pointed by arrows) are clearly identified. In addition, most vessels are almost perpendicular to this cross-sectional plane; thus, the image delineates the approximate cross sections of the blood vessels.

To provide hemodynamic analysis, we estimated the blood flow (flux) by integrating the reflectance signals from all microvessels across the entire B-scan cross-sectional area and evaluated its change over time by normalizing the signals with the baseline. The results from three individual animals are given in Fig. 1(c). Although the measured signals of blood-flow changes due to the acute O₂ challenge were varied from animal to animal, in general, the responses corresponded well to the temporal locations. We observed the blood-flow reduction at the early stage of hypoxia, which was then followed by a slight rise. The subsequent supply of 20% O₂ gas (normoxia) has a tendency to drive the blood flow back to the baseline, but some animals (e.g., animal 3) reacted more aggressively. When the acute hyperoxia was given, a robust increase was shown, followed by a gradual decline. Finally, mCBF almost dropped to the baseline after 3 min of normoxia. To explain this dynamics, the MABP variation caused by physiological challenge should
be considered. Previous reports indicated that MABP and heart rate are significantly reduced/increased when the mammals are exposed to hypoxia/hyperoxia. The MABP data collected in our experiments (Table 1) also show the influence of O₂ levels on systemic circulatory parameters. Apparently, the rapid changes in MABP during acute hypoxia/hyperoxia were associated with pressure-passive mCBF; prolonged hypoxia/hyperoxia was associated with an increase/decrease in mCBF. The evidence obtained from this study has agreed well with the prior observations on a newborn calf and lamb. Specifically, the acute hypoxia-induced drop in MABP causes a decrease in microvascular CBF, but hypoxic survival demands that the energy and oxygen delivered should be balanced. The necessity for balance has important implications for the survival of the brain tissue, at least during the initial stages of hypoxia. Consistent with the “hypoxia-tolerance” theory, we observed the elevation of MABP occurred at 2–4 min after onset of hypoxia (Fig. 1(c)). Here, we were not aiming at monitoring the response of microcirculation during chronic phase; thus, 3 min normoxia was allowed for circulatory adjustments to take place. Similar to the physiological adaption occurring with hypoxia, the mCBF level was modulated and started to decline back to the baseline during acute hyperoxia, although it was elevated due to the increased MABP.

In order to obtain more information as to how the capillary flow is altered under conditions of regulated microcirculation, we separated capillary (<20 μm in vessel diameter) and noncapillary (otherwise) microcirculations and compared their responses to the gas variations (Fig. 2). The relative values obtained at each time point are displayed by the average with standard deviation (SD) calculated from 1000 repeated B-scans. As seen, the observed effect on noncapillary microcirculation is much smaller than that in capillaries, indicating the varied sensitivity to this potent stimulus within microvessels at different flow states. In view of these findings, the action of hypoxia or hyperoxia on capillaries (indicated by box in Fig. 2(b)) could be qualitatively distinguished on (b) the B-scan images at four typical stages corresponding to the time points labeled by numbers in (a).
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**Fig. 2** Different types of mCBF (capillary, noncapillary, and all) in response to switching the physiological conditions between hypoxia, normoxia, and hyperoxia. (a) The value at each time point is expressed by mean ± SD. The action of hypoxia or hyperoxia on capillaries (indicated by box) could be qualitatively distinguished on (b) the B-scan images at four typical stages corresponding to the time points labeled by numbers in (a).

Table 1 MABP measured under three physiological states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normoxia</th>
<th>Hypoxia</th>
<th>Hyperoxia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MABP (mmHg)</td>
<td>90 ± 4</td>
<td>86 ± 6</td>
<td>96 ± 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we estimated the functional microvessel density from the serial B-scan images. Here, we calculated the microvessel density as the percentage of the number of image pixels with values over zeros versus total pixel numbers for a capillary-apparent region [e.g., the region marked by the box in Fig. 2(b)]. According to the relationship between the density, mean flux, and total flux within the region, the relative mean flux changes can be obtained by dividing the relative total flux values by the microvessel density values. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 3. Our results show that the perfused microvessel density or volume change mainly accounts for the total blood flux change, whereas the mean flux of blood flow through individual open microvessels produced little opposite change, which appears to play a secondary role as a mechanism in the regulation of microvascular blood flow to the brain during oxygen disturbances. It should be noted that the relative change of mean flux in mCBF correlates well with prior observations based on imaging techniques in which cranial window preparation was required.

To conclude, we presented a preliminary study on using ultra-high sensitive OMAG to monitor mCBF changes during hypoxia and hyperoxia in mice. By analyzing OMAG reflectance signals from moving particles, we have shown that OMAG is sensitive to microhemodynamics and capable of differentiating the hemodynamics produced by “capillary” from that by “noncapillary”...
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Fig. 3 Different flow parameters (total flux, density, and mean flux) within mCBF in response to physiological challenges. These relative changes (mean ± SD) indicate that the microvessel density change primarily contributes to the total flux change within the microvascular tissue beds while the microvascular mean flux contributes to a minor degree.

microcirculation, in addition to providing the relative values related to different flow parameters. Our preliminary results on qualitatively monitoring the response of microcirculation during acute hypoxia and hyperoxia reflect not only the direct reaction to the external oxygen-dependent stimulation, but present the internal adaptive regulation of microcirculation, which is in good agreement with the previous studies. This earlier work may lead to the potential applications of OMAG for cerebral microhemodynamics under various pathology and physiology.
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